
























Seventh Amritsar-Lahore Festival begins with several firsts 
to its credit 
Amritsar, November 12 (Jasbir Singh Saggu) - Despite the challenges involved in 
its 
orchestration, the two-day Seventh Amritsar-Lahore Festival, organized by 
Punarjyot, Amritsar, and Rafi Peer Theatre Group, Lahore, began on a high note 
on 
Friday in the premises of Spring Dale Senior School with Art of Living exponent 
Sri 
Sri Ravi Shankar inaugurating the impressive cultural mélange, which not only 
saw 
Indian and Pakistani artists sharing the stage as usual in their quest for peace, 
but 
also a host of cultural treats introduced for the first time. Addressing the 
gathering, 
Sri Sri urged the people of India and Pakistan to make concentrated efforts to 
promote peace between the two countries. He urged the people to be tolerant 
and 
develop understanding for each other, besides working to promote the common 
cultural ties that bind them and prevent situations that lead to discord. Lauding 
the 
efforts of late Dr Shivinder Singh Sandhu and Mrs Manveen Sandhu in instituting 
Saanjh, he said that this festival had spiritual connotations evident through the 
rendition of 'Sufi kalam' by various artists. "Saanjh is more of a celebration of 
the 
spiritual aspects of the common culture of East and West Punjab. It is a process 
which has enabled people on both sides of the border to regain their paradise, 
which 
had been lost due to partition and the consequent political discord between India 
and 
Pakistan," he said. The Festival this year became a launch pad for 24-year-old 
Manmeet Sain and his 19-year-old sibling Kiranpal Sain, also known as Sain 
Brothers 
from Chheharta, Amritsar. The duo was trained under Ustaad Mithu Khan, who is 
associated with the Patiala Gharana. However, till now they were associated only 
with singing on 'Mazaars' besides a few other peace initiatives at the Attari 
border. 
The inaugural day of 'Saanjh' saw them rendering four 'Qawwalis'-one on the 
significance of Saanjh, 'Maan', on the importance of a mother in one's life, 'Tota 
Aiwen Nahin Bolda', the first Sufi Qawwali rendered by them and 'Nai Jana Jogi 
De 
Naal'. "This is our first big opportunity, when we have got a chance to showcase 
our 
talent at the international level," said Manmeet Sain. Another fresh addition to 
Saanjh-2010 was 'Theatre for Peace-Circus for Peace', a production featuring 
students from India and Pakistan, directed by Austrian Mime Director Andreas 
Ceska. 
The production, which is a form of circus art, is being staged here for the first 
time in 
the country with amateur child artists performing along side professional 
entertainers. The celebration also featured a performance by Kalbeliya Dancers. 
'Kalbeliyas' is essentially a snake-charmer community from Rajasthan. They earn 



their bread and butter mainly with the help of these dance performances. 
Another 
breath taking performance of the day was the one featuring the Manganiyars, 
another Rajasthani community that earns its living through musical 
performances. 
The Spring Dale Educational Society supports the Manganiyar Lok Sangeet 
Sansthan, 
founded for the children of the Manganiyar community of Rajasthan, based at 
village 
Hamira in Rajasthan. This institution has been set up to school Manganiyar 
children 
in music and take forward their melodic legacy. Dr Kirat Sandhu Cheema, 
Director, 
Punarjyot, said that her parents had conceived Saanjh with a view to modulating 
the 
mindless hatred that divided both the countries by bringing their masses 
together 
through cultural exchange. "This legacy has not only been passed on to me, but 
also 
to my entire team and all the peace lovers that we are associated with. We 
intend to 
carry it a step further," she added. Usmaan Peerzada, CEO, Rafi Peer Theatre 
Group, 
said that seeds of Saanjh sown by late Dr Shivinder Singh Sandhu and Mrs 
Manveen 
Sandhu in collaboration with his brother Faizaan Peerzada have now developed 
into a 
full-fledged mission of uniting hearts. "As long as there is Saanjh there would 
always 
be hope of peace between India and Pakistan," he said. Rajiv Kumar Sharma, 
Principal, Spring Dale Senior School, BJP Lok Sabha MP Navjot Singh Sidhu and 
Mayor Shawet Malik were among others, who were present on the occasion. 



Saanjh festival opens in Amritsar  
GS Paul/TNS 

Amritsar, November 12 
Despite the turbulent history of the land, the tradition of verse and music kept open the 
pathways of brotherhood and peace through the Saanjh, the seventh edition of the 
Amritsar-Lahore festival organised by Punarjyot (Amritsar) and the Rafi Peer Theatre 
Group (Lahore) on the premises of Spring Dale Senior School here.  

The two-day festival commenced with a high note with spiritual guru and the Founder of 
Art of Living, Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, inaugurating the cultural mélange of both sides of 
Punjab, which not only saw Indian and Pakistani artistes sharing the stage as usual in 
their quest for peace, but also a host of cultural treats introduced for the first time.  

Addressing the gathering, Sri Sri urged the people of India and Pakistan to develop 
understanding for each other besides working to promote the common cultural ties.  

The festival this year became a launching pad for 24-year-old Manmeet Sain and his 19-
year-old sibling Kiranpal Sain, also known as Sain brothers from Chheharta, Amritsar. 
The duo was trained under Ustaad Mithu Khan, who is associated with the Patiala 
Gharana. However, till now, they were associated only with singing at mazaars besides a 
few other peace initiatives at the Attari border. The inaugural day of the Saanjh saw 
them rendering four “qawwalis”.  

Another fresh addition to the Saanjh was ‘Theatre for Peace-Circus or Peace’, a 
production featuring students from India and Pakistan, directed by Austrian Mime 
Director Andreas Ceska. The production, which is a form of circus art, is being staged 
here for the first time in the country with amateur child artistes performing along side 
professional entertainers. The celebration also featured a performance by ‘Kalbeliya’ 
dancers.  

Dr Kirat Sandhu Cheema, Director (Punarjyot) said her parents, the late Dr Shivinder 
Singh Sandhu and Manveen Sandhu, had conceived the idea of the Saanjh to modulate 
the mindless hatred that divided both the countries by bringing their masses together 
through cultural exchange. 
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***** THE DAWN- LAHORE, PAKISTAN 

 

The Punjab Theatre will hold a workshop with an Austrian director, Andreas Ceska, on Nov 1 

at the Interactive Resource Centre. Children between 13 and 18 years will participate in the 

workshop based on circus and mime.  

 

Working with the Punjab Theatre as volunteers, the participating children will go to India on 

Nov 12 to perform theatre in Amritsar with Indian children. Mr Ceska will also hold a theatre 

workshop with children in India.  

 

***** 



 

 

Of the youth, by the youth 

At the 7th Youth Performing Arts Festival, the courage of the 

organisers was supplemented by that of the people who turned up 

in large numbers to attend  

By Sarwat Ali 

 

 

It has always been assumed that it required courage to mount a production or to 

organise a festival in Pakistan, but now the word courage is being interpreted in a totally 

different way. Previously it was the loss of revenue or reputation that mattered, now it is 
the loss of one’s life that is feared. 

It used to happen, mostly in the rural areas on melas and urs, that the tents and stage of 

the performing artists were uprooted or destroyed by a few elements, most of whom 

wanting some undue concessions used the pretext of a moral cause. Usually, it was 

primarily the consequence of not getting the police on board albeit with some 

harassment by and large the shows went off well in a reasonably secure environment. 

But now the situation has changed as the arts and in particular the performing arts are 
being targeted. 

The courage of the organisers was supplemented by the courage of the people who also 

turned up in large numbers to attend the various performances of the festival. For 

staging any public event these days, there is a lot of apprehension and in this festival too 

it was feared that the audiences may stay away because of security concerns but at least 

this fear was allayed by the good turnout. Since it was a youth festival, it was mostly the 

youngsters who came to applaud and support their friends and class fellows and many 
parents who wanted to see their children perform. 

Like the earlier festivals, the most positive aspect of the 7th Youth Performing Arts 

Festival held at the Alhamra Cultural Complex under the aegis of Rafi Peer Theatre 

Workshop (RPTW) was the large number of groups that took part in performances of 

theatre, dance, mime and music. Some of the plays written by the youngsters 

themselves on the problems faced by the youth and the way they view this society from 

their perspective was indeed a very healthy prospect and one hoped that this young 
talent would in future take writing and theatre more seriously, honing it in the process. 

The theatre groups that took part in the festival were Lahore Grammar School with Mirza 

Sahiban, Fatima Jinnah Women’s University with Katvi Chat, Pattan Lok Natak with 

Leeray Chor, The Institute of Space Technology with Ibne Kabeel, Natak with Aik Election 

Soo Afsanay, Lahore Grammar School (Main Gulberg) with Labyrinth, National College of 

Arts with Three Jones, Theatre Thespians Karachi with Waiting for Godot. University of 

Engineering and Technology with Basti Daad, Chand Bagh School with Lami Judai and 

Macbeth. Mass Foundation with Permasher Singh, City School with Pygmalion, Mir 

Theatre with Angan Tera, Gram Gram Performing Arts Society of Beacon House National 

University with 8 Bajay, Indus Valley School of Art and Architecture with Eight Openings, 

and LACAS with Absolutely! {Perhaps}. 



Other than theatre, there were many dance performances principally by Umair Arif, 
Suhae Abro, Mohsin Babar, Reza Shah and Bina Jawad Ensemble. 

The Mime section was well represented by Neo Transitional Mime, National College of 

Arts Auto Crash, Government College University Faisalabad Snow White in 2008”, Lahore 

School Drama and Entertainment Society Her Imperfect Prayer Cycle, Gram Gram 

Performing Arts Society, Beacon House National University Just Like Hitler, University of 

Engineering and Technology Death Beat, Fankaar Theatre Na Tu Aye Ge and NCA, 
Rawalpindi Ishq Deway Joag. 

The film section constituted several films by: Beacon House University, Fatima Jinnah 

University, Indus Valley, Lahore Grammar School. While a workshop conducted by 

Andreas Ceska (Austria) focused on theatre mime and movement was also held at the 

festival, it proved to be a good occasion to conduct the workshop because young 
performers had converged to the festival from all over the country. 

Many of the promising young performers of the last five years did not take part in the 

festival. As one wave of promising youngsters passes and is replaced by another there 

seems no gradual transition of the mantle. Ideally one set of youngsters should stay long 

enough in the field to gain sufficient experience and then work with their younger 

counterparts to pass on that experience as part of a process. This ensures a gradual 

accumulation of experience and craft which, by the end of the day, becomes a substantial 
pool of skilled human resource. 

The ideal situation is when the youngsters work with the more experienced because it is 

a mutually beneficial relation. The new ideas and the enthusiasm need a discipline and a 
worked out craft, and in such a partnership the ground is laid for a fruitful exchange. 

In the last decade or so, the explosion of the television networks and the proliferation of 

the channels have provided a ready-made opportunity which was not there earlier for the 

performers. Many of the youngsters who make an appearance in a festival, like the one 

under review, get sucked by the voracious appetite of these channels much too soon and 

gain quick fame which works to their detriment in the long run. It just does not give 

them enough gestation periods to work on their craft and develop an individual 

expression. Only in the case of some lucky, fame and fortune does not become a 
roadblock in the development of their talent. 

RPTW now holds four major Festivals — The World Performing Arts Festival, The National 

Folk Puppet Festival, The International Mystic Music Sufi Festival and Youth Performing 

Arts Festival. Full marks to them 
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